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Dear SERCOM relation,
 
With the renewed SERCOMmunication we would like to resume an old tradition. The form is adapted to
today’s preferences and by clicking on the link below each topic, you can select the topics that appeal to
you the most.

Mobile greenhouse with Wireless Xtender
We recently received the assignment to equip some
roll-up (mobile) greenhouses in Noord-Holland
(Dutch province), with our wirelessly-controlled field
stations. The grower, Klein Canada, will have 7
individual greenhouses controlled and managed by
the Wireless Xtender.

100th “SERCOM” in Scandinavia
Earlier this year, GRIMME, our partner in Denmark,
installed the 100th SERCOM climate computer in
Scandinavia. This system has been delivered to
Baggesvogn Gods, a major producer of potatoes.
The climate computer is used for storage cells with
a capacity of 250 tons of potatoes.

New beating heart for climate computers
One of the most unique features of our climate
computers is that any system that is still operating
can be provided with the most recent version of the
software we have developed. We recently went one
step further and presented our latest ARM
processor print.

New Russian partner for arable storage cells 
SERCOM also remains active within the arable
farming and there is an important expansion. In
addition to the successful collaboration with
GRIMME, we have recently entered into a
partnership with AgroSave. This is a renowned
supplier of storage cells for potatoes, vegetables
and fruit in Russia.
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Software subscriptions: a great success
We recently launched the possibility to purchase
software options in the form of a subscription. Our
software offers many different options, but not
every SERCOM user actually wanted to use all the
options in our package. This gave us the idea to
offer this in subscription form.

If you have any questions about a subject that we brought to your attention, please feel free to contact us.
With the continuation of SERCOMmunication we will share many interesting activities and developments
within SERCOM with you. We hope that you will enjoy reading them.
 
Sincerely,
The Passion for Control team

Heereweg 9
2161 AB Lisse

The Netherlands
+31 (0)252 41 65 30
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